B. Rencontres annoncées

*
The Nordic Libt"ary at Athens
In October 1995, the four Nordic institutes at Athens (the Danish, Finnish, Norwegian and Swedish) inaugurated a common building for their joint research libraries, which can henceforth be used as a single unit. The library is located in a thoroughly renovated, traditional Athenian three-story building in the Makrigianni area south of the Acropolis, close to the collaborating institutes. It is equipped with modern furniture, mostly of Danish and Finnish design, and has working facilities for 26 scholars and visitors. A full-time librarian and a library assistant are being appointed. The books placed in the library are at present mostly those which have formerly been in the Swedish institute, but smaller collections from the other institutes are also to be placed with them and organized together on the shelves and in the catalogue; future acquisitions by ail the collaborating institutes are to be added to the collection, but remain the property of the institute which buys them. The card catalogue from the Swedish library is still used, but work has started to create a modern data-base catalogue which will also be accessible at other Athenian institutes in the framework of the ARGOS-project, and advanced computer equipment has been bought and installed for this purpose.
The structure of the library will reflect the general interests and activity patterns of the collaborating institutes. The Swedish library has traditionally been strong in archaeological literature, including excavation publications, and receives by exchange with its own publications most relevant international periodicals, but it has also a good section on ancient religion which will obviously be maintained and developed. Other institutes will take care of the growth of the library in such sectors as classical philology and literature, art history, ancient history and Byzantine culture.
Primarily the library is intended to serve scholars and students from the collaborating institutes, but it will also receive visitors from the other schools in Athens and Greek scholars, on similar terms as those in vigour at other foreign institute libraries in Athens. Ir is open 9-20 Monday to FridaYi the address is Kavalloti, 7, GR -117 42 Athens.
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